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1. BRISTOL Bristol Election Ephemera 1812 1880. Bristol and London 1812 - 1880.
A collection of 180+ pieces of political
ephemera from Athelhampton House, the
home of Robert Cooke, Tory M.P. for Bristol
West from 1957 to 1979.
A wide-ranging collection of ephemera relating
to electoral politics in Bristol, predominantly
from between 1812 and 1880, comprising some
fifty broadsides and hand bills, five engraved
portraits, three autograph letters and one
hundred and twenty-three election cards.
Further information and a detailed pdf
catalogue which illustrates every item is
available on request. £6,200
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2.
CORN LAW Copy of the Speech of the Right Honorable
the Lord Mayor of London, on the Corn Bill! With Resolutions of
the Common Hall, Passed 23rd February, 1815. [by Samuel Birch]
Worcester: T. Hayes, 1815.
Poster, 375 x 260 mm. Samuel Birch [1757 - 1851] served as Lord
Mayor of London 1814 - 15 and although a Tory he opposed the
Corn Bill of 1815 and at the meeting referred to here, of the
livery at common hall, made a viguorous attack upon the
intended prohibition of the free importation of foreign corn. The
course he took on this occasion is commemorated by a medal
struck in his honour on the obverse side of which is the bust of
the lord mayor, and on the reverse a representation of a
wheatsheaf, with the legend, 'Free Importation, Peace and
Plenty.'
Although reported widely in the press at the time I can find no
other separately printed contemporary record of this speech.
£150
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3.
NORFOLK Intelligence from Lynn, Receiv’d this
morning by Express. Dereham: Barker, printer, May 7th, 1817.
Handbill, 285 x 200 mm. A political squib issued for the byelection for Norfolk after the death of Jacob Astley. Thomas Coke
was the sitting first Member and not directly involved, other
than probably offering financial assistance to Pratt, a fellow
Whig. Pratt lost to Edmond Wodehouse who held the seat until
1830. £45

4.
NORFOLK Norfolk Election. [To] Brother Freeholders.
Norwich: Stevenson, Matchett, and Stevenson, printers, [1817]
Handbill, 250 x 200 mm. Relating to the by-election of 1817,
which Edmond Wodehouse won. £45
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5.
NORFOLK To the Gentlemen, Clergy, and Freeholders of
the County of Norfolk...Edmond Wodehouse. State of the Poll Third [and Fourth] Day. Norwich: Burks and Kinnebrook, [1817]
Poster, 340 x 210 mm. Relating to the by-election of 1817. These
‘State of the Poll’ were printed very rapidly to encourage voting
which would continue for several days prior to the Reform Act of
1832. In this case the printed 3rd day is supplemented in
manuscript by the fourth day’s poll. The actual number polled in
total was 7,150, so presumably there was a fifth day of polling.
Wodehouse won 3,861 votes to 3289. £45
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6.
DURHAM COUNTY - ‘RADICAL JACK’ Durham
County Election. A few short questions to Mister Richard
Wharton...[by] a Freeholder. Durham? March 6th 1820.
Broadsheet, 380 x 240 mm. In favour of John George Lambton
[1792 - 1840], known as Radical Jack, later the 1st. Lord
Durham, who was elected to the Durham County constituency in
1812, a seat he held until his elevation to the peerage in 1828. He
was Lord Privy Seal [1830 - 33] during which time he promoted
and helped to draft The Reform Bill of 1832. £75
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1820 CONTESTED ELECTION FOR NEWCASTLE
7.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE Addresses and Squibs in
the Contested Election for Members in Parliament, 1820.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Various Publishers, 1820.
4to. A unique and invaluable collection of what is possibly a
complete collection of addresses and squibs for the election of
1820 comprising 80 separate printed pieces, mostly 4to or
smaller, Plus the printed poll "The Poll at the Election of
Members of Parliament for the Town and County of Newcastle
Upon Tyne, Taken Before Nicholas Naters, Esquire, Sheriff, on
the 10th and 11th Days of March, 1820. Candidates Sir Matthew
Ridley, Cuthbert Ellison, William Scott." Newcastle: Printed by
George Angus, for Emerson Charnley, 1820.
This would appear to be a collection put together during the midnineteenth century with a specially made title page set in a variety
of attractive types; there is some trivial damp staining towards
the lower part of a few sheets and at some time in the last 50 year
it has been rebound in buckram. The first address is dated 3rd
March and the last April 8th 1820; they record a typically
robust and knockabout election with subtle and not-so-subtle
claims and libels flying to and fro. Ridley and Ellison were
elected, Ellison's part in the election being taken by his brother
as he was abroad owing to health reasons during the hustings
and election itself. There are also a few small newspaper
clippings included, plus the cards and colours of each of the
candidates. The compiler has made a few biographical notes
here and there and has identified the anonymous characters in
one of the printed poems.
Whilst it is not uncommon to find individual addresses and
squibs, I have handled many over the last thirty years, it is rare
to see the output of a single election in such completeness and
detail. The 36 page printed poll would appear to be a Large
Paper copy [10½ x 8 inches] and printed on one side only.
£1,800
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8.
COVENTRY To Mr. W. Rotherham, Printer, Coventry.
From P. Moore [M.P.] Coventry: W. Rotherham, 1826.
Single sheet, 280 x 225 mm. Peter Moore [1753 - 1828] held the
seat for Coventry between 1803 and 1824. He was an effective
promoter of private member’s bills and after his defeat he
continued to promote them. Here he draws notice to his
addresses on the Repeal of the Combination Acts [passed in
1824] which opened the doors for an organised workforce and
trade unions. £45

9.
BERWICK-UPON-TWEED To the Worthy and
Independant Burgesses of Berwick-upon-Tweed, From Frederick
Gye. Berwick-upon-Tweed: D. Cameron, printer, 6th July 1830.
Frederick Gye stood unsuccessfully in the General Election of
1830. As he mentions being in London, and returning there, he
may well be the same Frederick Guy who managed The Vauxhall
Gardens and Covent Garden Opera House. £30
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10.
STOURBRIDGE Collection of 36 Election Posters,
squibs, poems, etc. for general elections for Stourbridge and West
Worcestershire. 1831 - 1850.
Various sizes, mostly in reasonable condition, a couple frayed,
one badly chipped. Further details on application. £750
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11.
SOUTHERN DERBYSHIRE To The Electors of the
Southern Division of the County of Derby. Derby: William
Bemrose, Dec 7th, 1832.
Handbill, 280 x 230 mm. A refutation of an accusation that the
author Thos Hassall of Hartshorne, “had threatened, on the part
of the Earl of Chesterfield to pull down the pot-works of Messrs.
Till Floyd, and Wilden, unless they voted for Sir Roger Greisley.”
£60

12.
SOUTHERN DERBYSHIRE To The Independent
Electors of the Southern Division of the County of Derby. Derby:
Wm. Bemrose, printer, Dec. 6th. 1832.
Handbill, 285 x 225 mm. Written by Roger Greisley [or Gresley]
[1799 - 1837] who unsuccessfully stood for the seat in 1832,
winning at the second attempt in 1835. Here, he is refuting
accusations of libel regarding the dismissal of a servant. £45
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13.
COUNTY DURHAM Grand Dinner to the Great P.G.M.
at Sunderland. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Printed at the self-inking
press by John Hernaman, 1833.
Broadside, 325 x 210 mm. Squib referring to a dinner of
prominent locals. Manuscript notes and additions identify the
people referred to by initials or nicknames only. £125
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14.
COUNTY DURHAM The Lost Manuscript Fully
Deciphered. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Printed at the self-inking
press by John Hernaman, [1833]
Poster, 370 x 230 mm. An amusing squib based on a menu
supposedly found in the mud. “Earl of Durham - A Boiled Ram’s
head, the Brains dressed with Parsley, and served with dry
toast...Master Kidson - An Infant’s cruet of Ass’s Milk...” “Any
Person, to whom a ticket has been given, who gets Drunk, to be
turned out if he becomes Quarrelsome.”
Hedworth Williamson [”A Fried Sheep’s Pluck.”] was elected for
County Durham in 1831 and after Reform sat for Durham North
from 1832 - 37 and for Sunderland from 1847 - 52. £125
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15.
EAST SUFFOLK Election. Final Close of the Poll.
Dereham: Barker, printer, [1835]
Handbill, 285 x 225 mm. The votes cast show a slight
discrepancy with extant official records. John Henneker-Major
held the first seat from 1832 until 1842. Charles Broke Vere won
the second seat in 1835 holding it until 1842; Robert Newton
Shaw [or Shawe] had won the seat in 1832 but lost it in 1835.
£30

16.
PRESTON [LANCASHIRE] Preston Races. The public
is respectfully informed that those old-established races will take
place on Monday next, when the following prizes will be offered
for competition, viz:-... A Purse of Gold...a handsome bridle for
asses... Preston: Appleby & Co., 1837.
Political squib, 285 x 220 mm. for General Election of June 5th
1837 which followed the death of King William IV. £150
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17.
VOTERS LIST Revision of the List of Voters for the
North-Riding of the County of York. Leyburn. Northallerton: J.
Pope, printer, [1843]
Bilfolium, printed first page only, 350 x 210 mm. Addressed to
the Overseers of the Poor of the Parish or Township of Wensley.
An announcement that the voters lists were to be revised and
advising time and place for the court to all overseers, or those
otherwise responsible for maintaining the lists to assemble. £75
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18.
PORTSOKEN - LONDON Electors of Portsoken. Stand
Firm!!...Moon has fought your battle... London: [Francis Graham
Moon], [1844 or later]
Handbill, 275 x 220 mm. Frederick Graham Moon [1796 - 1871],
was Alderman for the ward of Portsoken from 1844 to 1871 and
for Bridge Street Without from 1871; He served as Lord Mayor
of London in 1854-5. He was considered one of the leading print
publishers in London and served as Master of both the
Stationers’ Company [1854/5] and the Lorimers’ [1855/6]. £45

19.
STOCKPORT ELECTION James Heald, Esq., M.P. and
his Committee Present their most grateful thanks to Mr James
Wilkinson For the honor of his Vote... Manchester: printed by
Petty, Ernst & Co., printer, 1847.
Large card printed in red blue and gold, 175 x 215 mm. short tear.
James Heald [1796 - 1873], wealthy merchant and
philanthropist, was elected as a Conservative at the 1847
General Election but lost his seat in 1852 having declared his
interest in Free Trade. £45
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20.
YORK To the Municipal Electors of Castlegate Ward.
[York] York 1850.
Single sheet, 320 x 260 mm. Very Good. Appears to reference the
1848 General Election for York when Radical Charles Wilkins
was soundly beaten, receiving only 2.4% of the vote. The Library
Hub records the BL copy only, and that ‘slightly mutilated’. £50

21.
YORKSHIRE To the Electors of the East-Riding of
Yorkshire...A.Duncombe. Beverley: John Kemp, printer, 1852.
Single sheet, 450 x 285 mm. Very Good. Signed by Arthur
Duncombe who was first elected to the East Riding seat in a byelection in 1851. He was subsequently re-elected in 1852 when
his appointment as a Lord Commissioner of the Admiralty
required a further by-election. He was re-elected in the
subsequent General Elections of 1852, 1857, 1859 and 1865. This
poster appeals to the electorate to support him in the 1852 byelection in which he was returned unopposed.
Not listed on the Library Hub. £50
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the country.” He... “would vote for an immediate war with
France, having been long of opinion that all Frenchmen are our
born enemies.” In the event Serle did not stand in the election of
8 July 1852 and I can find no trace of his name in the election
poll book.
A Thomas Serle, barrister was heavily involved in canvassing
during the corrupt Wakefield Election of 1857 and he was called
to give evidence before the Commission of Enquiry in 1859. Serle
appears to have been an associate of Jose Louis Fernandez who
acted as ‘bagman’ for John Charlesworth and he was given $100
to pass on as bribes. He attempted to minimise his guilt to the
Commission but they nevertheless found him guilty of bribery.
Given the source of this poster it seems likely that this is the
same Thomas Serle. £45

22.
PONTEFRACT To the Electors and Non-Electors of the
Independent Borough of Pontefract by Thos Serle. Pontefract:
Fox, Printer, 1852.
Single sheet, 280 x 220 on pink paper. Election poster in favour
of higher duty on foreign grown wheat, opposed to further
extension of suffrage especially to the manufacturing classes,
and pledges...”to bring in a Bill to abrogate the grant to the
Popish College of Maynooth. - in principal I am opposed to the
Papists, and would do any or every thing to drive them out of

23.
ELECTION CARD - BRISTOL Slade for Ever. Bristol
1859.
Illustrated card 90 x 115 mm. supporting Frederick William Slade
for the Bristol election of 1859; newspaper cuttings to the reverse.
Slade came bottom of the poll. £80
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24.
ELECTION CARD Lowther for Ever. 1865 or 1868.
Election card 75 x 112 mm. Plus a cut out signature of Lowther.
James Lowther won the 1865 and 1868 General Election for the
York constituency. £20

25.
ELECTION CARDS Three Election Cards for Yorkshire
Elections. 1865 - 80.
Various sizes, from 60 x 90 mm. to 75 x 110 mm. James Lowther
was M.P. for York 1865 - 1880 [a cut signature is also included].
Christopher Sykes and W.H.H. Broadley won the East Riding
seats in 1868, 1874 and 1880; Henry Lindley Wood, the
youngest son of Lord Halifax, lost to Broadley and Sykes in
1880. £125
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26.
ELECTIONS [Travel Order for Voter] Directions for
Voters respecting Railway Orders to Poll for Messrs. Stanhope
and Denison. 1865.
105 x 135 mm. on blue paper. A travel order, to be exchanged for
a railway ticket in order to travel to the polling station to vote
for Walter Spencer-Stanhope and Christopher Denison,
Conservative candidates in the 1865 General Election for the
newly created seat of South West Riding [of Yorkshire] in which
they were defeated. Spencer-Stanhope stood again, and was
again defeated in the General Election of 1868, but won the byelection of 1872 and held his seat in 1874, losing it again in 1880.
£20

27.
ELECTION CARD East Cheshire Election 1868. Card of
thanks for support at the General Election from William Egerton
and William Leigh. Nov. 19th. 1868.
Card, 130 x 170 mm. printed in blue and gold. A curiosity, the
Conservative candidates were elected unopposed after the
opponents retired! £20
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28.
ELECTION CARD Stockport Boro’ Election 1868. Card
of thanks from the Conservative candidates, William Tipping and
William Ambrose. 1868.
Card, 140 x 210 mm. printed in pale blue and gold. There were
four candidates; Tipping was elected with the largest number of
votes, Ambrose received the lowest. £20

29.
ELECTION CARD Vote for Sykes and Broadley and
England’s Honour. 1868 - 1880.
Blue card, printed in black, 113 x 75 mm. Fine. Christopher Sykes
[1831 - 1898] and William Harrison-Broadley [1820 - 1896]
stood and were elected as Conservative M.P.s for the
constituency of The East Riding of Yorkshire in 1868, 1874 and
1880 £15
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30.
COUNTY DURHAM The Chronicles of the Palatinate of
Durham. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: J.W. Chater, [1874.
Broadsheet, 375 x 250 mm., slight wear. [2 copies] A satire on Sir
Isaac Lothian Bell, the Liberal candidate, and his supporters in
the North Durham election of 1874. He lost his seat in the same
year on the grounds that his agents were guilty of intimidation;
he failed to regain it at the subsequent by-election. £75

item 31 (part)
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31.
“THE BLAYDON BRICK” Four posters against Joseph
Cowen for the seat of Newcastle-upon-Tyne at the General
Election of 1880. Newcastle, 1879 and 1880.
Various sizes, 565 x 445 mm., 380 x 260 mm., 315 x 255 mm. and
280 x 220 mm. Joseph Cowen [1829 - 1900] was an English
Radical politician and journalist, an early advocate of Jewish
emancipation and supporter of Irish nationalism; he served as
M.P. for Newcastle-upon-Tyne between 1874 and 1866.
During early life he became interested in European
revolutionary movements and assisted his father in smuggling
documents to Europe in the bricks which they produced in their
Blaydon brick business. He spoke with a distinct local accent and
his short stature, uncouth appearance and dress identified him
as one of the Northern mining class.
These four electoral posters, two of which are signed by Henry
Whitten, throw Cowen’s earlier words back at him in an attempt
to portray him as a republican and a ‘weathercock’ “blown
about by every wind of doctrine.” £280
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32.
GLADSTONE Midlothian Election. The Right
Honourable William Ewart Gladstone M.P. will address a meeting
at West Calder... 27th November, 1879.
Printed on pink card, 75 x 110 mm. The Midlothian campaign of
1878–80 was a series of foreign policy speeches given by
Gladstone, leader of Britain's Liberal Party. It is often cited as
the first modern political campaign. It also set the stage for
Gladstone's comeback as a politician. It unified the Liberal Party
under Gladstone's leadership and created a momentum that
carried the Liberals to power in the election of 1880. £25

Item 31 (part)
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33.
ELECTION CARD Wood for Home Rule. 1880.
Illustrated election card, 60 x 90 mm. Henry John Lindley Wood
[Liberal] stood against Conservatives Christopher Sykes and
William Harrison-Broadley for the East Riding of Yorkshire in
the General Election of 1880, coming in 3rd place. £25
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34.
YORKSHIRE To Tenant Farmers. Who stocks his
tenants’ farms with hares and rabbits? Charles Wilson. Who
pours foreign corn into Hull and makes it impossible for you to
live? Charles Wilson. Etc. [Hull] [1880]
Large poster, 760 x 510 mm. Creased and a little chipped and torn
but with no major loss. In favour of Conservatives Christopher
Sykes and William Harrison-Broadley for the East Riding of
Yorkshire in the General Election of 1880 who defeated Major
Henry John Lindley Wood, the nominee of Hull M.P. and
prominent ship owner, Charles Wilson.
No copies on the Library Hub. £75

35.
ELECTION CARD IMPERIAL TARIFF
COMMITTEE I.T.C. Election
Series No. 10. Buy Corn from the
British Farmer. Birmingham:
Imperial Tariff Committee, c.
1890.
Election card, 75 x 112 mm. The
I.T.C. became the Tariff Reform
League. £60

36.
LIBERALS The Liberal Electors’ Guide. General
Election, 1892. Edited by W.T. Stead. Review of Reviews, 1892.
Bifolium, first page only printed, 285 x 200 mm. plus single page
addressed to Liberal Candidates and Election Agents. N.B. This is
the specimen title page only of the Liberal Party manifesto for
1892 with a portrait of Gladstone, together with an appeal to the
candidates and their agents to send in their orders, etc. Although
the Conservatives under Lord Salisbury won the greatest
number of seats, Gladstone was able to form a government with
the Irish Nationalist support. £25
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37.
GOVAN, LANARKSHIRE Govan Election! The two
candidates! Which will you have? Glasgow: Joseph Doran, 12th
January, 1899.
5 stanza poetical handbill 225 x 290 mm. A poetical squib on the
difference between Sir John Pender “And thus, his Tory tricks
displays!” and “Brave” John Wilson “Uniting hearts with love
profound.”
The Liberal John Wilson won the seat by a majority of 1,000 and
held it until he stepped down in 1900.
No locations traced. £45

38. ELECTION CARD Mr
George Packer your old
member respectfully solicits
your vote and interest.
Alington Ward, Gloucester?
1905.
Double sided, with photograph
verso, 65 x 110 mm. £10
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39.
ELECTION CARD For
Russell Rea. Gloucester: Wellington &
Co., 1906.
Two sided card, photography of the
candidate on the reverse, 80 x 125 mm.
old creases. Russell Rea, Liverpool ship
owner, was elected to the Gloucester
seat in 1900 and re-elected in 1906.
After losing his seat in 1910, he was
elected for the South Shields
constituency in the 1910 by-election.
£20

40.
ELECTION CARD Your Vote and Interest are solicited
for W. Keswick, the Conservative & Unionist Candidate. Epsom
Division. [with] Election Card. [with] First Class to Westminster
ticket. Sutton: Printed and published by William Pile, 1906.
3 items. Card, 105 x 145 mm. printed in colour. Card for Ashtead
Polling District in the name of Rev. Francis Granville Lewis
Lucas, 105 x 75 mm. Spoof First Class train ticket to Westminster,
card, 30 x 55 mm. rear of card printed but print partially
obscured by adhesive removal. William Keswick [1834 - 1912]
was the patriarch of the Keswick shipping family based in Hong
Kong; he was also a director of the Hudson Bay Company. He
held the Epson parliamentary seat from 1899 until 1912 when he
resigned using the procedural device of accepting the post of
Steward of the Manor of Northstead. He died the following day.
£60
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41.
HOUSE OF LORDS [Notice] My Lord, In pursuance of a
Resolution of the House of Lords...I beg to remind you that sitting
or voting in the House of Lords without having previously taken
the Oath of Allegiance prescribed by Statute, involves heavy
penalties. House of Lords, 22nd June 1908.
Bifolium printed one side only, 240 x 190 mm. Currently neither
Members of the House of Lords or Commons can take their seat,
speak in debates, vote or receive a salary until taking the oath or
affirmation. They could also be fined £500 and have their seat
declared vacant “as if they were dead” if they attempted to do so.
£25
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42.
VETO BILL Three handbills against the bill, two signed
by G.B.H.B. [with] ‘Anent John Bull and Matters That Concern
Him.’ 1910 or 1911.
Three handbills, each 205 x 175 mm. Plus 8 page pamphlet. In
support of the veto of the House of Lords. The Conservative
dominated Lords used their veto to quash the Liberal budget bill
of 1909. Following a General Election in 1910, and the threat by
Asquith asking King Edward VIII to create sufficient peers to
neutralise their majority, the Lords backed down. The
Parliament Bill of 1911 limited the Lords’ veto, especially as
regards to ‘Money’ bills.
The author are unidentified but he obviously supported the
peers, against the Commons, drawing comparisons with
Cromwell’s Council of State. “The House of Commons has no
constitutional power in itself to mutilate and emasculate other
Estates of the Realm. Why allow this small turbulent
revolutionary handful of men, with only a tricky and illegitimate
majority at their back, to enlarge their functions and overflow
the boundaries of safe precedent, until their power becomes
practically unlimited.”
The pamphlet can only be traced at the LSE. £60

43.
PRESTWICH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL To the
Electors of North Ward. [From} William Dobson. Prestwich: J.
Booth, 1911.
Handbill, 205 x 130 mm. a little soiled and creased. Letter of
thanks to the electors and his secretary. £15
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44.
W.A. ORDE-POWLETT An Appeal to the Men of
Richmondshire. [WWI Recruitment] Richmond, 1914 or 15.
Broadsheet, 335 x 215 mm. Orde-Powlett, 5th Baron Bolton, was
M.P. for Richmond from 1910 - 1918. He served in the Yorkshire
Regiment in WWI, finishing with the rank of lieutenant colonel.
“If we are defeated, the German military power will crush all
freedom and our men will be made the conscript soldiers of a
foreign nation.” £60

45.
WOMEN IN POLITICS Womens’ Conservative and
Unionist Association. Evesham Division. Member’s Card. 1925.
Card, folded to 115 x 75 mm. The rear of the card lists the
qualifications for a Woman’s vote... £25
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